
ECE 510: Deep Learning Theory and Practice Spring 2019

Course Project

Due: June 7, 2019, 11:59 PM PT
Instructor Name: Ted Willke

Project Description

You will work in teams of three students to form an in-depth “reading group” similar to those you might
take part in during your academic career. As a group, you will select one group of two or three papers listed
below (one per student). While all members should read each paper, each member will choose one paper to
read carefully. You will then compare the theoretical and practical merits of each approach as a group and
describe how the papers relate to the course material. Note that I do not expect you to understand every
theoretical detail of your paper, but you should get a high-level picture of what the authors were able to
prove and think about what tools they used to prove their results.

Using one of these papers as the primary source, you will then pursue one of three types of project:

(1) Application project. This is likely to be the most popular type of project. Pick an application
that interests your group and adapt the techniques described in the paper to solve it. You must try
the techniques on a dataset that has NOT been used with them before. Some non-trivial adaptation
MUST be required. Caution: Even with a GPU some of the models can take days to train. You will
need to think carefully about how to scale down the complexity and start early!

(2) Algorithmic project. Pick a type of problem you want to solve and develop a novel variant of an
existing algorithm to solve it. This could be a new loss function, non-linearity, regularization technique,
model architecture, etc.

(3) Theoretical project. Prove some interesting and non-trivial properties of an existing algorithm.
This should include proof beyond experimentation but also be confirmed experimentally.

Important: Replicating a paper can be a tough exercise and of quite a bit of value. However, we ask that
you go beyond this by trying the technique on a different application, analyzing the model in some new way,
extending the work with a new technique, or exploring the theory a bit deeper. You should implement your
ideas in Python and PyTorch. You must test your application, algorithm, or theory on at least one synthetic
dataset and one real/benchmark dataset, which need not be one from the paper. You will turn in a final
report at the end of the quarter (template will be provided).
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Grading

The grading breakdown is as follows, with a topic-by-topic breakdown below. See the template for details
on what is expected from each section.

Item Percentage
Application/algorithm/theoretical description & relation to course material (individual) 40%

Comparison of approaches (group) 20%
Application/algorithm/theoretical implementation & testing (group) 30%

Overall report presentation (group) 10%

Application/algorithm/theoretical description & relation to course material: Graded on a scale
of 0-40 as follows.

• 10 points: Problem description & formulation

• 10 points: App/algo/theoretical description

• 10 points: High-level description of results

• 10 points: Relation to course material

Comparison of approaches: Graded on a scale of 0-20 as follows.

• 8 points: Comparison of theoretical guarantees

• 8 points: Comparison of empirical performance (computation time, synthetic data, and real data)

• 4 points: Overall critical thinking

Implementation & testing: Grade on a scale of 0-30 as follows.

• 10 points: App/algo/theoretical implementation

• 10 points: Results on synthetic data

• 10 points: Results on real/benchmark data

Overall report presentation: Grade on a scale of 0-10 as follows.

• 3 points: Template followed

• 3 points: Plots legible and labeled

• 4 points: Organization of group sections
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Topics & Papers

Your group must choose one of the topics below unless you convince me that you have a relevant trio of
papers not found here. Multiple groups may choose the same topic. I have also included optional survey
articles that may be helpful in understanding the assigned papers. Survey articles do not count as one of
your three papers.

Crowd counting and density estimation

References [1, 2, 3, 4] (choose three). Survey [5].

Recommender systems

References [6, 7, 8]. Survey [9].

Image denoising

References [10, 11, 12, 13] (choose three). Survey [14].

Off-policy model-free deep reinforcement learning

References [15, 16, 17, 18] (choose three). Survey [19].

Sequence-to-sequence learning

References [20, 21, 22, 23] (choose three). Survey [24].

Gradient descent optimization methods*

References [25, 26, 27, 28] (review [26], but it does NOT count as a paper). Survey [29].

* You may not select this topic if you selected it for John Lipor’s class.

Generalization bounds of deep neural networks

References [30, 31, 32, 33] (choose three). Survey [34].
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